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An expertise company with tradition

CTS Citir Susam Ltd. was founded in 2010 by 
pioneers of food sector with over 30 years of 
experience. 

One of the most important aim of CTS is to 
provide qualified service comprehension to all 
its partners especially wholesalers, baits partners especially wholesalers, bakeries 
and patisseries.

Citir Susam has possession of 
an advanced process management 
system of supply and manufacturing 
for specific product demands of 
customers.

Advancing business network

CTS has already offered its innovative services 
to over 2500 unique customers and getting 
closer to its both national and international 
goals. 

By 2019 the global distribution and online 
order system for e-torder system for e-trade has released due to 
completing the run-on substructure investments.

Invest in technology

CTS is offering a brand new viewpoint to solution partners in producing, sales and all service contents with 
the latest technology. 

With completion of dealer and customer database systems, we exceeded a milestone in interactive Turkish 
food trade.

CTS aims to equip the producers with latest information and highest technological hardware beyond 
establishing a basic supply chain.establishing a basic supply chain.

ABOUT CTS



SESAME

Sesame for Bakery and Bagels

First class high quality sesame for bakery products and bagels from CTS.

Our raw materials comes from only the best and certificated fields both via domestic and international 
suppliers.

Packing : 10/25 kg Kraft bag

Sesame for Bagels Sesame for Bakery

Sortex and Incombustible Sesame



TAHINI

Natural Tahini from Turkish Cuisine

Both CTS Natural Tahini and CTS Double Baked Tahini are natural and healty options for your table.

CTS Tahini is made from pure high quality sesame using latest technologies and highest hygiene standarts.

We are combining traditional producing methods with up-to-date process management systems to sustain 
our old and ancient taste of tahini.

Packing: 350/600/1000gr Glass Jar | 10/30kg Plastic Box

CTS Natural Tahini CTS Double Baked Tahini

CTS Natural Tahini is produced to meet worldwide export requirements and delivered to you after 
pasteurizing.

CTS uses a special millstone for tahini production. Classic mills use flintstones and it gives a bitter taste to
tahini. The special Foca Stone we use protects the original taste and doesn’t burn the tahini.

The Foca Stone



HALVA

Round Plain Tahini Halva                              350 gr.

Round Cacao Tahini Halva                             350 gr.

Round Pistachio Tahini Halva                            350 gr.

Plain Tahini Halva                                  250/500/1000 gr.

Cacao Tahini Halva                                  250/500/1000 gr.

Pistachio Tahini Halva                                250/500/1000 gr.

Chocolate Chocolate Tahini Wrap Halva with Sesame                    500 gr.

Pistachio Tahini Wrap Halva                             500 gr.

Paddle Plain Tahini Halva                              500 gr.

Paddle Cacao Tahini Halva                             500 gr.

Paddle Hazelnut Tahini Halva                            500 gr.

Paddle Pistachio Tahini Halva                            500 gr.

Cocoa Tahini Halva with Walnut                          300 gr.

CaCaramel Walnut Tahini Halva                            300 gr.

Caramel Walnut Tahini Summer Halva                      450 gr.

Cocoa Walnut Tahini Summer Halva                        450 gr.

Chocolate Hazelnut Tahini Summer Halva                     450 gr.

Our Halva Products                                Packing Size

Tahini and halva both have many health benefits. In fact, their benefits come from the sesame seeds. Tahini 
is made from 100% ground sesame seeds, while 50% of the halva is made from tahini. Sesame oil is known 
as the "queen of oils".

Some of the health benefits are the following:

Nourishes the body
Promotes cell integrity and function
Enhances vitamin E activiEnhances vitamin E activity
Keep your heart healthy
Supports immune response
Protects the skin



CERTIFICATES

CTS is collaborating with ASB, one of the best certificate companies in Turkey for quality administrations. 
ISO 9001 and ISO 22000 quality certificates are proof of CTS's given importance for human health.

Nowadays the food sector needs modern technologies, up-to-date instructional training and contemporary 
techniques as food sector is one of the locomotive sectors in whole world and concerns human health 
directly.

CTS aims to equip the producers with latest information and highest technological hardware beyond 
establishing a basic supply chain.

We simply believe that “Trusted food is a natural summary of high quality raw materials, eligible 
workmanship and adworkmanship and advanced production technics.”

CTS is member of



WORLDWIDE

CTS has been exporting its goods to 3 continents and 6 countries all over the world.

Contact Information

ÇTS Çıtır Susam Tahin Gıda San. ve Dış Tic. Ltd. Şti.
Address: Bogazkoy Istiklal  Mah. Yonca Sk. No:12/1 Arnavutkoy ISTANBUL / TURKEY

Phone : +90 212 668 8806  Mobile/Whatsapp : +90 532 722 8630  E-mail : info@citirsusam.com
www.citirsusam.com

Germany        Dubai        Belarus         Austria        France         Saudi Arabia         Australia


